
Overview of M&A activity
in the Baltics in 2019



2019 – a year full of challenges

Industries with the highest number of announced deals

>110 – number of announced deals

M&A across the Baltic countries

EUR 410mn – the largest completed deal

EUR 1bn – total value of announced deals

• IT has kept the leading position in the Baltics as 
the industry with the most deals announced in 
2019, amounting to a total of 23 transactions. 
Additionally, there has been an unexpected 
growth in M&A in the financial service sector;

• Most deals in Latvia were closed in IT and 
construction Industries, where, out of the total 
of twelve announced deals, six and two were 
completed respectively;

• Estonia continued to strengthen its leading 
position in the Baltics within IT sector and 
attracted significant interest from both financial 
and strategic investors; 

• Surprising levels of M&A in the energy sector 
were observed in Lithuania, with five 
announced deals in 2019. A sharp increase was 
also  seen in the financial services industry, 
where four transactions were announced. 

In comparison with a particularly successful 2018, there has been a significant decline in the M&A 
activity in the Baltics in 2019 with a decrease of 19% in the amount of announced deals. Similarly to 
2018, M&A deal activity in Latvia has been the lowest across the three countries:
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Despite the overall lower levels of M&A activity in 
the Baltics in the past year, there has been 
a sharp increase in the involvement of financial 
investors, reaching the highest levels since 
2008. The activity was in particular high among 
the local private equity and venture capital funds, 
including Karma Ventures, Baltcap and Livonia 
Partners.
The growth of involvement of financial investors 
is expected in the coming years, with a rise of 
interest coming from private equity and venture 
capital funds from Western Europe and the US.
The decreasing involvement among strategic 
investors can be explained by the insu�cient 
availability of financing coming from traditional 
banks. Given the declining risk appetite of 
foreign banks, as well as stricter KYC and AML 
requirements, companies have considerable 
di�culties to secure satisfactory terms of financ-
ing in a timely manner. As a result, many transac-
tions are either delayed or not completed at all. 
Therefore, levels of financing from mezzanine 
funds and alternative lenders is expected to 

increase in the Baltics in the coming years, as 
already observed in 2019.
According to the global M&A report of 2019 
published by Mergermarket, similar trends are 
seen worldwide. Such a change in the activity of 
investors can be explained by the overall 
decrease of the risk appetite of traditional lend-
ers, a�ected mainly by the sluggish development 
of the Eurozone, as well as uncertainties in the 
global economics, including the US-China trade 
negotiations and Brexit.
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Largest deals in the Baltics
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LHV PANK acquired the private 
customer loan portfolio of Danske 
Bank A/S Estonia branch for 
EUR 410mn

Schwenk acquired assets of Cemex 
in the Baltics and Nordics for a value 
of EUR 340mn

Lightspeed Venture Partners inves-
ted EUR 128mn in a Lithuanian 
start-up Vinted

Bolt raised EUR 59mn from Nordic 
Ninja and other investors

A private Latvian investor acquired 
96% of shares of Smiltenes piens. 
Deal value estimated to exceed 
EUR 7mn



Although, as compared with the rest of the Baltic 
countries, Latvia is not in the spotlight with the 
number of completed transactions in 2019, there 
have been a couple of significant deals whose 
value has not been disclosed.

In June, Delfi, the largest Baltic news portal 
owned by the Estonian media company Ekspress 
Grupp, acquired Biļešu Paradīze, a Latvia-based 
company engaged in ticketing service. Delfi com-
mented on the deal, saying the main goal of the 
acquisition being the expansion of its activities, 
as well as the creation of synergies between the 
two companies.

During the same month, the sale of Bauskas Alus 
to Cido Grupa was announced. Bauskas Alus will 
retain its brand and position as an independent 
beer brewer and plans to expand its o�ering 
through the logistics network of Cido Grupa. 

In the end of July, sale of shares of SmartLynx 
Airlines, a Latvia-based charter plane operator, 
was announced. SmartLynx Airlines was acquired 
by a Lithuanian entrepreneur through Procyone 
FZE, a UAE-based holding company, which 
already owns multiple other firms involved in the 
aviation industry.

Sales process of Smiltenes piens attracted a 
large interest of both strategic and financial 
investors from the Baltics as well as the Western 
countries. In order to preserve the strategy and 

long-term vision of the current owners, 96% of 
shares were sold to a Latvian private investor.
In September, the acquisition of Baltcom, a 
telecommunications company, was announced 
and is currently awaiting approval from the com-
petition authorities. The company is to be sold to 
Bite, a Latvia-based mobile communication 
service operator. Bite explained the deal as a 
strategic step in improving competitiveness of 
the company by expanding its service o�erings 
to include not only internet at home but also a 
wide range of TV channels to households.
In early December, the sale of shares of Conexus 
Baltic Grid, a provider of natural gas transmission 
and storage system, to MM Capital Infrastructure 
Fund 1, owned by a Japanese company Marube-
ni, was announced. The transaction is expected 
to provide support for Conexus to attract its 
long-term financing from Japanese financial insti-
tutions. Additionally, at the end of the year, 
Gazprom sold its 34% stake in Conexus at an 
electronic auction to a yet to be announced 
buyer. The starting price of the shares was 
EUR 75mn.
Lastly, UniCredit Leasing sold its EUR 850mn 
worth of leasing portfolio to Citadele, a 
Latvia-based commercial bank. The deal aligns 
the long-term strategy of Citadele to become the 
leading financial service provider across the 
Baltics for small and medium-sized enterprises.

The most significant deals of Oaklins in the Baltics in 2019

Construction

has been acquired by

M&A SELL-SIDE

Estonian investment company 
US Invest bought Signaal TM, 

a leading provider of tra�c 
management products 

and services

Food & Beverage

has been acquired by a

Private investor

backed by BPM 
Mezzanine Fund

M&A SELL-SIDE

The sale of Smiltenes piens attracted 
a vast interest from both local and 

foreign investors. The company was 
sold to a Latvian private investor

TMT

has been acquired by

M&A SELL-SIDE

Estonia-based investment company 
UP Invest acquired a local outdoor 

media group Digital Future. The goal 
of the acquisition is to expand 

activities of the company to Latvia 
and Lithuania



• Post Service Kurzeme operates an automatized post 
terminal network under the brand Pasta Stacija. Compared 
to its competitors, the company is the only one o�ering  
indoor parcel service.

• The network of Pasta Stacija comprises of 61 automatized 
post terminals.

• Latvijas Pasts, a state-owned enterprise, provides the 
widest availability of postal services across the whole 
country with its network of 400 post o�ces, 1,300 postmen 
and 100 couriers. 

• Oaklins consulted Baltcap, a private equity firm, in the sale 
of assets of Pasta Stacija. As a result of the transaction, 
Pasta Stacija was acquired by Latvijas Pasts.

• The transaction is part of the modernization plans of 
Latvijas Pasts, where it plans to strengthen the company’s 
position in e-commerce across the Baltics. This is a 
particularly significant concluded deal as it is one of the 
rare examples of an involvement of a state-owned 
enterprise in innovation through M&A.

A closer look at a deal
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capital

Retail / TMT

M&A BUY-SIDE

The management of Latvia’s largest 
computer hardware and software 

retail company Capital has become 
the minority shareholder. The new 

shareholders will guide Capital to the 
next stages of development in a 

close cooperation with the existing 
management team

Healthcare

has sold
has agreed to execute an MBO of

M&A SELL-SIDE

An independent private equity firm 
Baltcap has sold InMedica, one 
of the largest private network of 
healtcare clinics in Lithuania, to 
INVL Baltic Sea Growth Fund

Construction & 
Engineering Services

DEBT ADVISORY

Sakret Holdings, a leading dry 
building materials manufacturer 

in the Baltics, refinanced its existing 
liabilities with BlueOrange bank, 
and is arranging to issue secured 

bonds on the stock-exchange 
in 2020

Logistics

has sold

to

to

M&A SELL-SIDE

Latvijas Pasts bought a network of 
61 automatized post terminals of 

Pasta Stacija in order to strengthen 
the further development of both 
e-commerce and postal services 

in Latvia

Management
team
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Oaklins is a global leader in M&A consultations of 
midsized enterprises. Oaklins o�ers the widest 
international resources – more than 800 M&A 
experts in 40 countries worldwide who operates in 
all financial centres of the world. 
Oaklins team in the Baltic States is equally power-
ful in advising on large-scale cross-border transac-
tions as well as all types of transactions on the 
local market. The team's experience includes sales 
of well-known regional companies to international 
corporations, attraction of funding for business 
development; and providing strategic advice to 
the private and public sectors.

37 Kalnciema Street, 3rd floor
Riga, LV-1046, Latvia
www.oaklins.com


